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MobileProductionPro.com
Mobile Production Pro features the world’s most comprehensive searchable database of music and entertainment touring contacts including equipment rental and sales (sound, lighting, staging, video, etc.), hotels, production, talent, transportation, venues, services and more.

Create a FREE Account Today
FROM THE Publisher

With this issue we wrap up our coverage of the industry in 2009, and we felt that U2 would be the appropriate tour to feature. After such a difficult year for many of us, we wanted to feature the outstanding show of the year – U2. Several other shows were strong candidates, but I admit to having a personal bias for the people on this tour. People like Dennis Sheehan, Jake Berry and Rocko Reedy are the primary reasons that I am still doing this business. Their support of me personally and the work we do have made life a lot easier and certainly more productive for our entire team. So, first and foremost, our thanks and mine personally, go out to those three people, their entire crew and all the vendors.

Also in this issue, we are again taking a look at my favorite holiday show, Tran-Siberian Orchestra. This show has evolved over the past couple of years to become a holiday staple, much like the Radio City Rockettes. TSO delivers their style of Holiday Rock (as I call it) in a highly professional and polished manner that is a real treat for anyone who loves a blend of sharp production and good music. I hope we can continue our tradition of covering this show every year. It gives me a great excuse for an enjoyable evening out with my wife. I get to see the show, cover a great production and make my wife happy all in one evening. That is a treat for any guy!

As we wrap up the year, all of us here wish all of you the best of holidays and our hope for a much better year in 2010. We pray that things will be brighter, more productive and a lot less stressful for everyone in our beloved business.

Larry Smith
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“TSO has used Potenza Enterprizes since their first tour. They’ve grown with us from 2 trucks to 26. Their attention to detail, the caliber of their drivers & equipment is the reason we use them and will continue to do so. They are part of the TSO family”. Elliot Saltzman, Tour Director - Trans-Siberian Orchestra.
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Headquartered in New York City, Apollo Jets is the fastest growing full service Private Jet Charter company in North America. By offering complete, end-to-end service, Apollo Jets provides the most comprehensive and luxurious level of customer service possible.

We specialize in on demand charter, sale and lease programs, and hourly card programs. The staff at Apollo Jets is dedicated and is available 24 hours a day - 7 days a week - 365 days a year to handle all your travel needs. Whether you need a helicopter, a jumbo jet or a private chef on board, our specialist will handle all your needs and find the best aircraft that is suited for your flight.

Our Personal Guarantee
Apollo Jets’ number one goal and personal guarantee is to ensure you the highest level of safety, comfort and convenience at the absolute lowest prices in the industry.

2009 Featured Tours

Britney Spears
Cheap Trick
KISS

Domestic & International Availability

Light Jets to Jumbo 747
Hot Spare Aircraft
24/7 Concierge Service

“I know it’s their job to deliver for the client, but those guys went well above and beyond. I always knew when the aircraft was wheels up and wheels down. I knew that if I had to talk to Apollo at one in the morning, they were going to take my call. If they hadn’t done as much as they did, the job would have gotten done, but it would have meant a lot more work on my end. And that’s what makes the difference when you have to decide if you are going to use a company again.”

Craig Bolling, Road Manager, Britney Spears Circus tour
from Mobile Monthly Volume 2 Issue 5 2009
Tait Technologies takes the next logical step into the future of LED video and high tech scenic applications: seamless integration for a unified solution.

Tait Towers and Frederic Opsomer, founder of System Technologies - both well-known names in the entertainment design industry - today announced the joint founding of the new company, named Tait Technologies, effective as of 1 February 2010.

The new company will be lead by Frederic Opsomer, who assumes the position of CEO of Tait Technologies. The company will have its headquarters in Waardamme, Belgium.

By setting up Tait Technologies, both parties have taken a strategic decision to refine their focus on the converging video and scenic industry. The company will develop and supply standard and bespoke mechanical and automation solutions that allow easy and seamless integration of video and scenic products.

Backed by long-standing reputations in the live entertainment design industries, Tait Technologies will focus on providing the entertainment and event design industry with the following key services:

- Rental of scenic and mechanical products. Tait Technologies will carry a full, European-based, rental fleet of Tait Towers’ renowned scenic and mechanical products used throughout the world of live design and entertainment.

- Custom designed mechanical structures for the Integration of video products. Tait Technologies will also design and develop bespoke mechanical structures to integrate with demanding creative video applications for the entertainment sector.

- Development of standard and custom-made automation solutions. With an unparalleled understanding of the demands of the entertainment industry, Tait Technologies will design and deliver both standard and custom-made automation solutions; solutions that enable their customers to seamlessly integrate video and scenic products into sophisticated presentation applications.

Tait Towers and Frederic Opsomer have an unparalleled history of successful cooperation on major projects throughout the live entertainment design industry. Amongst others, the companies collaborated on The Rolling Stones Voodoo Lounge and U2 Popmart tours. The founding of Tait Technologies will serve to further consolidate and enhance the close relations between both parties.

For additional info.
contact Frederic Opsomer
tel: + 32 491 123321
frederic@taittechnologies.com
taittechnologies.com
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Chicago: 500 North Wells Street, Chicago, Illinois 60654
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SPIRIT OF AMERICA TOURS/CORPORATE TRANSPORT
The New Transportation Specialists

Spirit Of America Tours is a division of Corporate Transport, LLC located in Solon, Ohio. Having been in business for five years, Corporate Transport has focused solely on the corporate and high-net worth individuals and their ground transportation needs.

Two years ago, Spirit Of America Tours was founded as a division of Corporate Transport, LLC with the sole purpose of meeting the needs of the touring individual. This division was formed due to the many requests they were getting from athletes, authors, public figures and royalty to provide a consistent service during their various tours that it was embarking. Unlike any other service that was being provided in the industry, Spirit Of America Tours rose to the top and set new standards for their touring clients.

SOAT’s Ray Duval comments, “We like to say that we are like ‘Disney on Wheels’, because our unique form of service is magic. Our experience is one that creates a need in our clients, one that becomes so indispensable that they cannot live without it. Spirit Of America Tours delivers a world-class experience, we just happen to use luxury vehicles as one of the tools to help us attain the end result.”

What exactly makes SOAT unique in the industry?

➤ Managers can make one call and explain the entire tour requirements. They book the tour once, and they can move on to other aspects that need attention.

➤ Security personnel make one call to us and explain the security protocol for the tour. This is a plus to them, because they don’t need to explain the protocol to multiple limousine companies throughout the tour. By explaining it once to SOAT’s team, it is carried out and executed consistently throughout the tour.

➤ All team members have undergone extensive FBI background checks, and many have been cleared at the highest security levels.

➤ For the tour manager or tour accountant, imagine the ease of booking the entire tour at one time with one company that insures the delivery of consistent service levels and equipment type throughout the entire tour.

➤ The team must have what it calls the SERVANT GENE. What we are talking about here, is that they have a gene inside of them that creates a need in that individual to serve our clients in a manner that is unheard of in the industry today. They need to serve the client in order to be fulfilled inside.

➤ The selection process for an individual is very rigorous:
- Full and extensive FBI background checks are done on all team members
- A 4-hour intensive interview is done with an industrial psychologist to determine if the individual has the correct DNA and will be able to handle the rigors of an extended tour.
- Three days are spent with an expert in the field of customer loyalty, teaching our team members how to create a unique experience for the client, anticipate the needs of that client and be proactive, rather than reactive.

➤ When on tour, SOAT provides company personnel and equipment, thus eliminating any chance for failure in experience levels.

Contact Ray Duval
Spirit of America Tours, Inc.
34208 Aurora Rd, Ste 153 Solon, Ohio 44139
direct dial: 440.465.4212 fax: 440.348.2301
c. email: ray.duval@soatours.com
personal email: rhdmad@sbcglobal.net

It does not HIRE team members it SELECTs them. The difference is that it is not trying to put a warm body in a position, but rather it is selecting the correct individual for the job... with the correct DNA, as it were.

continued on 44
Tyler GT

Designed to Help You Go Green.

Reduced Emissions and Fuel Consumption
Higher density truck packs mean fewer trucks on the road

Eliminates Fixture Cases
Tyler GT® protects your fixtures without the need for cases

Saves Time
Dramatically reduces load-in and load-out time

Available in 5’, 8’, and 10’ sections

On truss storage eliminates need for cases

Legs can be removed or relocated on the truss during your show.

Adjustable legs allow truss to be stacked for transportation and storage

Center loading design allows a high density, uniform load of large format automated and conventional fixtures

765.221.5050  www.tylertruss.com
“The Experience,” a non-denominational gospel music concert in Lagos, Nigeria has grown to become by far the largest music event in Africa. A Woodstock-sized throng estimated at 450,000 jammed into the Tafawa Balewa Square and spilled over into an adjacent cricket field for a spiritual celebration featuring 14 American and Nigerian gospel artists, including headliners Kirk Franklin, Phil Driscoll, and Bebe and Cece Winans. The event’s ongoing sound system supplier, GQ Acoustics of Lagos, pampered the enlarged crowd this year with an expanded Meyer Sound system that had been boosted with more MILO® line array loudspeakers and 700-HP subwoofers, plus a new complement of problem-solving JM-1P arrayable loudspeakers.

“The main venue is an open quadrangle about 170 meters across, with the stage on one long side, grandstands opposite, and three-story pavilions on the short sides,” explains David “dB Dave” Dennison, a consultant engineer who assisted with system design and technical support. “The extreme width made it impossible to cover the far corners effectively with only the line arrays. Fortunately, the JM-1Ps were perfect for delays and fills because I could add 20 degrees of horizontal coverage by simply adding another box until I had exactly what I needed. That was priceless.”

Of the 16 JM-1P loudspeakers, four were placed on each of the two delay towers for back corner coverage, three per side were aimed far off-stage toward seating areas beyond the coverage of the side arrays, and one per side was used for VIP areas adjacent to the stage.

The main stage system comprised 14 MILO line array loudspeakers plus 14 MICA line array loudspeakers per side for side fill. Two UPA-1P loudspeakers covered immediate front-center while 36 700-HP subwoofers at the stage arranged for cardioid response plus two at each delay tower supplied bass impact. The stage monitoring complement included 16 MJF-212A stage monitors, four MTS-4A full range loudspeakers, and two USW-1P subwoofers. A Galileo® loudspeaker management system with two Galileo 616 processors was employed for signal processing, and the system was aligned using GQ Acoustics’ own SIM® 3 audio analyzer.

Except for a few groups bringing their own engineers, FOH mixing was entrusted to GQ Acoustics’ Andrew Adesina and Ifeanyi Achibiri of House on the Rock, the organizer of the event.

“The sound this year was awesome, absolutely out of the world,” says Achibiri. “I’m certain we will have GQ Acoustics and Meyer Sound back again next year. No other company in the region can do this kind of work.”

Peter Iriah, managing director of GQ Acoustics, was pleased that his bolstered system stayed one step ahead of the swelling attendance. “Also, the high level of technical support we received from Meyer Sound was invaluable, going far beyond what most companies provide,” adds Iriah.

As in past years, the 2009 Experience was convened by Paul Adelefa, founder and senior pastor of the House on the Rock. Based in Lagos, House on the Rock is a multi-racial, multi-tribal church with 35 sites in Nigeria as well as branch ministries throughout Africa and Europe.
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Trans-Siberian Orchestra

by MICHAEL A. BECK

BIGGER BETTER BRIGHTER
Every year starting in October a touring phenomenon unlike any other experience on the road takes place. And every year it is our pleasure to go out and cover it just to see what’s next in the mind of gonzo production designer Bryan Hartley. The tour we’re speaking of is, of course, Trans-Siberian Orchestra. The production is exclusive in nature for many reasons. First and foremost, it has no individual stars on stage. Yes, there are searing performances by the musicians out on the tour. However, the real star of the show is the production itself.

The centerpiece of the production has always been the visual aspects of the show. The philosophy of the production design has always been to include as much of the audience as possible in a front row experience of sorts. This has been accomplished by extending production elements out into the house both in the form of flown pods and an elevated platform behind the mix position. Over the past three years, the main rig over the stage consisted of three large pods. Last year’s show was expanded to use three sets of two concentric pods which either functioned independently of one another or could fly inside one another to function as three dense pods.

This year, Hartley departed from the pod design over the stage opting for a massive array of linear truss. However, as mundane as that may seem, the finished look was anything but. “It’s similar to several years back when I had straight truss,” Hartley told us. “But I have so much more going on up there now that there really is no comparison.”

He’s right. This was the first year he was cleared to use video in large amounts, and he didn’t waste the opportunity.Opting for video content rather than I-MAG, he was able to insert video imagery on the vertical surfaces of two truss lines of the flown rig as well as using it as a three-floor mounted 6 x 15 foot set piece called firewalls. In addition to the panels in the air and on the deck, Hartley mounted six 4 x 8 foot panels dubbed “TV screens” on Panagraphs and surrounded them with VL-3500 Washs and 3000 Spots. While the lighting system was indeed a configuration of straight sticks, the longest runs of truss were able to articulate utilizing hinges that were custom designed by longstanding TSO...
The primary challenge of this production is how to get 17 trucks into the venue in time for a matinee performance, something that occurred on a fairly regular basis throughout the run. Whereas logistical efficiency is a standard mantra on all productions, it wasn’t enough in and of itself for Hartley’s rig to describe what happened. It was simply big and better than ever before.

Fueled by the reality that what Hartley wants is a standard mantra on all productions, it is a simple description for the show. He then drove the video as far into the house as possible while in years past the effort to extend the rig were WinVision video panels as well as Versa TUBE. Although the end result was dazzling, the notion of having to use hundreds of feet of video panel and Versa TUBE mount it to the truss on a daily basis was beyond unworkable.

The primary challenge of this production is how to get 17 trucks into the venue in time for a matinee performance, something that occurred on a fairly regular basis throughout the run. Whereas logistical efficiency is a standard mantra on all productions, it wasn’t enough in and of itself for Hartley’s rig to describe what happened. It was simply big and better than ever before.

Fueled by the reality that what Hartley wants is a standard mantra on all productions, it is a simple description for the show. He then drove the video as far into the house as possible while in years past the effort to extend the rig were WinVision video panels as well as Versa TUBE. Although the end result was dazzling, the notion of having to use hundreds of feet of video panel and Versa TUBE mount it to the truss on a daily basis was beyond unworkable.

The primary challenge of this production is how to get 17 trucks into the venue in time for a matinee performance, something that occurred on a fairly regular basis throughout the run. Whereas logistical efficiency is a standard mantra on all productions, it wasn’t enough in and of itself for Hartley’s rig to describe what happened. It was simply big and better than ever before.
Pyrotek’s sister company Laser Design Productions has always been a standard fixture on the tour as well. However, this year laser designer Doug Adams brought a little more than ever before. The centerpiece of the laser array for this show was two 25-watt lasers that were originally designed for last year’s Michael Jackson production. When that show was tragically canceled, the lasers became available and Adams put them to use on the tour. Although only two units were created for the Jackson tour and both were designed into the TSO look, Adams and company had to hustle and get two more online for this tour.

“The thing that distinguishes these lasers from everything else is not just their power,” Adams told us. “It took us a long time to build these things. The colors are absolutely pure. Red is red and there is no doubt about it, and we went one step beyond standard RGB. These have yellow as well.”

In addition to the high-end visual technology this show presented, there was also a representation of gold stage craft worked into the show’s main reveal. The show opened with two guitar players positioned downstream left and right and the lead violinist mid-stage center. As the music began they all rose into the air on scissor lifts. This show also utilized the rising mix position platform, which has been the case in years past. However, this time it got a bit a face-lift as the sides of the platform sported a rounded fascia of “mirror ball” type mirrors.

This show offered something that couldn’t have been expected, and it only happened at the Charlotte show. John Zales, local resident of the area, asked if Bryan Hartley was anywhere to be found and as it happened Hartley was at the console. Zales explained that his nine-year-old son Patrick was a huge fan of Hartley and asked if it would be possible for the youngster to meet the master. Hartley agreed, and up came Patrick. When asked what made him a fan of Hartley’s Zales explained, “I love the way lighting works with music. I found out the lighting designer of this show, so I looked them up, and I became a fan.” Hartley just smiled.

East Band
Musical Director: Bob Kinkel
Narrator: Bryan Hicks
String Master: Anna Phoebe
Guitar: Chris Caffery, Alex Skolnick
Bass Guitar: John Lee Middleton
Drums: Jeff Plate
Keys: Luke Bulley, Vitalij Kuprij
Vocalists: Jay Pierce, James Lewis, Steve Broderick, Tim Hickenberry, Rob Evan, Jodi Katz, Danielle Landhers, Alexa Goldmark, Valentina Porter
Coach generators for the many roads ahead.

- Commercial grade quality and competitively priced!
- 7KW to 100KW generators, powered by a rugged Kubota or Cummins diesel engine.
- RVIA-approved models and multiple options available.
- Enclosed units feature convenient single side service and removable doors for easy access to maintenance parts.
- Experienced support staff to help guide you, including electrical and mechanical engineers.

Generator service in the Atlanta and Charlotte areas.
- From simple repairs to complete replacements, we handle it all on most makes and models.
- Convenient interstate access and mobile service available!

Sho-moves Transportation is a full service Entertainment transportation company. We provide trucking solutions for all types of freight for the live entertainment industry.

Our Goal...

Is to allow our clients to produce the show rather than deal with transporting the show. Sho-moves has years of experience in trucking time sensitive shows throughout North America and Mexico. With trucks and trailers through our multiple terminal locations we can get it there On Time and when needed!

Theatrical Tours Film & Television Expedited Freight Live Sporting Events
Concert Tour Transport Circus Productions & Tours Dedicated Drivers

Terminals located in Las Vegas, NV Toronto, Ontario Phoenix, AZ

866-407-8881
info@shomoves.ca

Tour Credits
TSO Founder/Composer/Lyricist/Producer:
Paul O'Neill
TSO Composer/Music Director/Co-Producer:
Robert Kinkel
TSO Composer: Jon Oliva
Music Director: Al Pitrelli
Director Of Touring & Production:
Elliot Saltzman
Lighting Design: Bryan Hartley
bryanhartley.com
Production Design: Bryan Hartley, Elliot Saltzman
Stage Design: Jeff Boguski, Patrick Whitley

Business Credits
Management: Night Castle Management
Band Artist Development: Dina Finii
Accounting: Robert Bandman for Prager and Fenton
Booking Agent: William Morris Agency
Record Label: Lava/Atlantic Records
Legal: Rooks & Ferrara
Merchandising: Bramado Merchandising
Additional Photos: Beth Kelly of Beth Kelly Photography, Matt Wignall
Publicity: Catholic Public Relations
String Contractor: Steve Trudell
TrudellOrchestras.com
Lighting: Epic Production Technologies
Sound: Clair Shorzo Chicago
Trucking: Potenza Enterprises Inc.
Buses: Wildfire Coach Leasing Inc.
Lasers: Laser Design Productions
Pyrotechnics: Pyrotech Special Effects Inc.
Truss Automation & Custom Grid: SGPS, Inc / ShowRig, Inc
Video: Chaos Visual Productions, Syncrolites
Stage Set: Touring Resources
Rolling Stages: All Access Staging
Scaffolding: Mountain Productions
Freight: Sound Movers
Radio: Road Radios
Gear & Expendables: Tour Supply Inc.
Touring Generator Services: JRV Generations, Ltd
Tour Passes: Cube Passes
Travel Agent/Flights:
Imperial American Express Travel Services
Travel Agent/Hotels:
TNT/Relativity Travel
Tour Security:
East End Protection Services
Rehearsals: Studio Instrument Rentals (New York City)
Production Rehearsals: Mid-America Center
Your Access to Performance with Passion.

At Sentient*, we understand that success isn’t something that comes easily. It takes focus, years of preparation and relentless dedication. With an innovative 9-point safety program and a staff of service professionals available 24/7, it’s no wonder that Sentient is the #1 arranger of charter flights in the country. Sentient Charter can take you anywhere on the world’s stage - on the jet you want - at the competitive price you deserve.

TO LEARN MORE, PLEASE CONTACT:

David Young, Vice President - Entertainment, at dyoung@sentient.com or 805.899.4747

Sentient Jet is the Proud Platinum Sponsor of the TourLink 2010 Conference Jet Barbeque

*Sentient Charter is a program of Sentient Jet, LLC (“Sentient”). Sentient arranges flights on behalf of clients with FAR Part 135 air carriers that exercise full operational control of charter flights at all times. Flights will be operated by FAR Part 135 air carriers that have been certified to provide service for Sentient and that meet all FAA safety standards and additional safety standards established by Sentient. (Refer to www.sentient.com/standards for details.)
MEGA STAGE
The best mobile stages the world has to offer. Hydraulic or electric deployment.

BETTER. STRONGER. FASTER.
Tel.: 71 888 359-4001  Fax: 450 359-4242  info@mega-stage.com  www.mega-stage.com

Sizes from 24" x 20" x 15" to 140" x 52" x 45".
Install times from 35 minutes to one day.
Up to 174,000 lb rigging capacity.

Thanks to all our clients for a great ten years. We're looking forward to another exciting decade of international freighting and logistical co-ordination.

Contact:
California office on
New York office on
Find out more online at

+1 310 808 9911
+1 718 525 5077
www.efm-worldwide.com

International offices in the UK, Dubai and Germany and global agents.
Affordable Luxury

400 Deluxe Guest Rooms & Suites
Each Featuring:
Pillow-Top Mattresses, Coffee Maker, In-room Safe, Hair Dryer, Data Port, Lighted workstation w/cordless speakerphone, CD Players & More!

www.cporlando.com
THE ULTIMATE IN SECURITY, IMAGE QUALITY & SERVICE

200 Clark Street, Dayton, KY 41074-1368
Phone: 859-291-7700 • Fax: 859-291-7795
www.OttoPrint.com

CUSTOM TOUR PACKAGES FOR ALL YOUR SECURITY NEEDS, INCLUDING:
Holographic Badges, Laser Foil Badges, Satin Stick-ons, Lanyards, Tickets,
Tour Itineraries, Full Color Wristbands, Luggage Tags, Door Signs, Pass Boards,
Hot Stamp Foil, Barcodes, Sequential Numbering, Write-In Boxes, Custom Shapes

VIST OUR NEW WEBSITE at www.OttoPrint.com FOR MORE INFORMATION

THE MOJO BARRIERS®
crowd control solutions!

NEW LOCATION!

Our new address:
Mojo Barriers US LLC,
181 E Stiegel St
STE 202
Manheim, PA 17601
Phone: +1 (717) 664-0158
info.us@mojobarrriers.com

www.mojobarrriers.com
CONGRATULATIONS

XL VIDEO IS PROUD TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH THE U2 360° TOUR
U2 360° TOUR

THE LARGEST TOUR TO EV
IN THE LATTER PART OF 2008, THE GROUND STARTED TO RUMBLE FROM ACROSS THE POND. THE WORD WAS THAT U2 WAS PREPARING TO SET SAIL WITH THE LARGEST THING TO EVER GO OUT. THAT WAS INTERESTING, BUT IF WE HAD A DIME FOR EVERY TIME WE’VE HEARD “THIS’LL BE THE BIGGEST THING EVER” WE COULD AFFORD TICKETS TO SEE MADONNA. HOWEVER, THIS IS U2 AND WHEREVER U2 GOES SO GOES THE ARMY OF HUGE THINKERS LIKE WILLIE WILLIAMS, MARK FISHER, STAGECO AND, OF COURSE, JAKE BERRY AMONG MANY OTHERS. ALL OF THE SUDDEN “THE LARGEST THING TO EVER GO OUT” DESERVES A LOT MORE THAN PASSING INTEREST OF “WE’LL SEE.”

For those who haven’t heard anything about this leviathan we’ll start out simple. The tour was designed for stadiums and it is safe to say that this stage is without a doubt the most unique and ambitious touring show design in history.

While it was not designed to play in the round, it did play to a 360º crowd from an “end-on” position in the stadium. Although this certainly added more seating availability, it brought the age-old matter of site line obstruction into play. The answer was as elegant as it was functional. Fashioned after Los Angeles International Air Port’s iconic “Theme Building,” the structure of this show stood 100 feet tall with a center spire known on the tour as the “pylon” that reached close to 100 feet above the main structure.

The structure weighs 250 tons prior to the production hang. It only touches the ground at four points and after the production hang, the total weight capped out 420 tons. Although this isn’t a lot more than other stadium shows, what made this one different was that it seemed to apply 105 tons of downward thrust at each foot. And because the legs ‘arch’ rather than stood vertically, the load isn’t completely downward. It presses down and out from the center. With all of that in mind, two of the engineering challenges were the need to disperse the load evenly, and keep the legs from spreading at their bases.

The answer to the weight distribution was to tie it all together and create a shoe so stiff that the weight would cover the entire area between the legs. At the end of the calculation, the load was only about a ton per pad on the ground, which isn’t any more than one would see on any other stage. The feet were tied together with tension rods that ran diagonally under the center of the stage and in a square all around. This stopped them from spreading outwards.

The arched design of the legs created another challenge. They couldn’t be built as freestanding bits and tied into one another at the top. The solution was amazing because of the arched design the legs couldn’t be built from the bottom up. The only answer was to build them from the top down. Sounds odd don’t it? The crown of the structure was built first and flown by 4 huge hydraulic lifts that climbed between 2 truss towers. These lifts traveled on 7 trucks and were brought in for the build, dismantled and removed from the building until the load out when the whole process took place in reverse.

Because this was a serious balancing act the lift had to be done with extreme precision. This couldn’t be left to one person controlling each tower. Thus, all 4 lifts were controlled from a central controller. When the centerpiece of the roof was completed, it was flown high enough to attach the first leg section. Each leg section
The buzz within the touring industry is the amazement at the size of this stage and that nothing of this production carried with it larger than normal logistical concerns. Put quite simply, there was more truck movement and more gear to be distributed around the floor. Therefore, it was decided early on for the tour to carry its own flooring system provided by German based APF (Arena Panel Flooring). “It’s common knowledge that if you do a show on concrete it’s easier because you can drive your trucks in and things push easier and forklifts drive better, and you don’t trip over the edges of plywood.” Berry told us. “By laying the arena deck we were in essence creating our own concrete floor, and by taking it with us we had the same floor everywhere we went.”

Of course the decking system added another 15 trucks to the count.

The down side is that there was no way to avoid killing the grass wherever the show played on. Berry added, “The flooring system assured that there was no way we were going to save the grass, but without it we would still be loading out of Barcelona.”

The power needs on this show were what one might imagine for a show of this size. CAT Entertainment Services’ Mitch Margolin discussed, “In the beginning you have to have more out there than less because you don’t know what looks Willie [Williams] is going to put up and when. We started out thinking we’d need about 2,000 kw, and once things settled down and we saw what the show was doing every night, the real total mutated down to about 1,400 kw.”

In the beginning, the show required 90 runs of 4/Ø (weighing at a pound a foot) feeding into the stadium. Margolin offered some personal perspective, “When I was running power out on U2’s Zoo TV Tour, we were running 36 runs, and I was thinking ‘man this is insane.’ When I saw this, I realized what insane really is. But that’s what this show takes.”

This amount eventually shrunk down to down to 65 runs. That being said, it’s still a massive amount of copper to be pulling around the stadium. Where it really got ugly was getting it up to the roof. There was significant workspace in the ceiling of the structure for crew to load in and maintain lights and sound, and although there were 2 elevators in the roof to get gear up and down because there was not a personnel lift. The crew got up and down by way of ladders inside the legs. This was also the way that power got up there.

The requirement was to pull five lines of 4/Ø up each leg. The mere thought of that is enough to have anyone who understands the process reaching for hard liquor and tall glasses. It was Jake Berry and Green Site Coordinator Seth Goldstein who found the solution – Aluminum 4/Ø. Who knew? Margolin admits that the aluminum was not as soft and pliable as copper. On the other hand, it didn’t have anywhere the weight of copper and that made all the difference. So much for tall glasses.

The actual stage area was a circular platform that was built by Tait Towers. It took up the entire
center area between the legs of the structure. With the exception of the backline gear on stage, it was extremely clean.

There was an upstage walkway that allowed the band to get relatively close to the fans behind the stage. There was also runway that contoured the shape of the stage leaving about 30 feet of space between the “B” stage as the runway was called on the tour and the main stage. This area was called the Red Zone and was filled with audience members who paid to be in there. While the Red Zone was the area where fans could have the closest access to the band, it was the least expensive ticket in the house. This was done in an effort to beat scalpers at their own game.

The “B” stage was only accessible from the main stage via motorized bridges. Their home positions were at 10 and 2 o’clock relative to the stage, and they were able to move anywhere around the stage. This allowed the band to get deeper into the crowd and interface with fans both inside and outside the Red Zone. It also had the added benefit of offering the odd goober the experience of getting tossed out of the show for hitching a ride on the bridge as it flew over the crowd. It takes all kinds.

PRG brought a major effort to this show, with 196 Bad Boy™ units, 8 Big Lights, 156 Atomic Strobe 3ks with color changers, 6 Nova-Flower 2Ks, 12 Lycian truss spots and Strong Gladiators as well as a few other knick knacks. The bulk of the heavy lifting in the lighting system was done by the Bad Boys. Most of them were hung in the legs and roof of the structure. The lights in the legs provided key light and back light depending upon where the band members were as they moved about the stage. Backlight was also provided from the lights in the pylon that pointed down out of the center of the roof. Bad Boys and high-powered Nova-Flower units positioned on 7 platforms placed around the upper levels of the stadium, along with Gladiators that the tour carried as house spots, provided additional lighting for the stage. In addition to lighting the stage, the Bad Boys and Nova-Flowers were also used to light the skin of the roof.

However, controlling all of this gear around the house posed an interesting challenge. Depending upon the venue the show might be playing in, the amount of DMX and ICOM cable needed to make the satellite lighting positions happen could be unspeakable. The only logical solution was to do it all wirelessly, PRG’s Tim Murch discussed that with mPm, “We actually found the limit to the distance you can go with wireless DMX. It was one of those interesting little challenges we had in Barcelona. The first system we had didn’t work so we had to change it out then we had to have some RF techs come and sort it out.”

When it all boiled down to gravy, the result was a collection of follow spots, Bad Boys and Nova-Flowers on 7 platforms at 5 different locations that needed nothing more than local power, which was dropped by the house.

There is one interesting note about the PRG Bad Boy. Show Designer / Director Willie Williams used the process of a blind shootout to decide what his main source of stage light would be. The event took place in Wembley Stadium where they shot from the end of the floor up across the seats and onto the scoreboard. In addition to the Bad Boy, the audition included the VL3500 and the MAC 3000 as well as a few others. Murch explained what happened next, “When we fired them all up, I was standing next to Willie and he turned to me and said, ‘I bet you really want yours to be the one on the left don’t you.’ He was right. It turned out to be the case.”

Not only did the Bad Boy blow the completion out of the water in
Mirch was specific about bringing two matters of concern to the story; his ardent respect for both Willie Williams and Lighting Director Ethan Weber. “Willie’s vision, that I was introduced to in 2008, and what we all achieved in Barcelona was truly amazing. Willie really drove it beautifully. I had never worked with Ethan Weber, but I can now say that he is one of the best moving light programmer/operators I have ever seen on a show. He really hit it right from the very beginning, and it only got better from there.”

One cannot talk about U2 without mentioning FOH Audio Director Joe O’Herlihy. He joined the band on September 25, 1978. When mPm discussed this tour with him he was typically low key. “When you have a show this big and you’re playing in nothing but stadiums, you’re going to have your challenges. Every room has its sweet spot. In all but a few cases we were able to hit it if I may be so rude as to say so.”

O’Herlihy went on to explain that the amount of headroom built into the system was a big benefit to some of the more difficult to mix rooms such as Atlanta’s Georgia Dome. “Preventing the room from reacting badly is half the battle in difficult situations,” he told us. “But you have to run your show as it is, after all, it’s a rock ‘n’ roll show, and you have to have the energy that goes along with the concept. You will find that with the system we’ve created with the 360° touring event is that we have a substantial amount of headroom, which is a saving grace in all of this. We also have a system that is distributed magnificently regarding the area that we are able to specifically direct sound into. That means that we don’t ever have to have the system running at it capacity in any way, shape or form to deliver the quality of audio first and foremost to get up into the nether reaches of the stadium.”

Because the show was designed to play to all sides and the stage structure had 4 distinct sides, the system was hung facing 4 equally distinct directions by all outward appearances. However, at a closer look, the rigging was positioned to spread the system out to offer outstanding coverage throughout the room. However, the show didn’t play in the round in the classic sense. As was said earlier, the stage played end-on. That meant that the SPL (Sound Pressure Level) had to be greater on the line arrays making the long throw. O’Herlihy said the parallel line array configuration was part of what made that possible.

When asked if there were any stadiums that beat him in his quest for the highest possible quality sound, O’Herlihy was graciously non-specific saying that there were a few places that gave him more trouble than others. However, he did add that the design of newer stadiums don’t seem to take into account that in addition to the 8 or 10 football games there are actually going to be concerts played in the venues as well. The result is a copper box loaded up with thousands of square feet of reflective surface that kills a good mix.

The one visual aspect of this show that most assuredly had people walking away talking was the video presentation. It is also the most difficult to describe. Indeed when asked to describe it before the show Jake Berry simply said, “It’s too hard to explain, you’ll see it.” Because of the 360° nature of
the show the screen was a vertical cylinder that tapered in from top to bottom like a funnel. It was made up of several plates that varied in size (larger at the top). Each pixel of the overall display was individually loaded into its respective plate and then had to be mapped into the overall look. The screen contained roughly 450,000 pixels. The show started with the screen at a high trim above the stage. At one point during the show it flew into a lower elevation. From there the top of the unit expanded up to an elevation that was several feet higher than where it started at its first position. In the process of this expansion the individual plates separated creating an entirely different kind of display. This meant that in the mapping process the vertical expansion had to be accounted for as well as a light twist that occurred as well. It also revealed the bracing of the display which now became an active part of the display.

Once fully deployed, the thing fully encompassed about 90 percent of the area between the roof and the deck. The deployment of the unit was very slow, and like all large-scale automation moves, it had a soft start and stop. Of all of the engineering solutions put forth in this production, one may have been the best. The challenge was to create this funnel shaped cylinder and make it expand vertically and still maintain its shape.

The answer was in the structure it hung from as well as the frame of the unit itself. The frame consisted of a series of X braces that could scissor out in order to allow the cylinder to deploy. The unit, which was divided into 4 tears, hung off of a circular frame. The tears were supported off of spars that extended into the center of the circle. Eight hoists with the exception of the “C” tear, which was lifted at 16 points, lifted each tear. All of this was operated by a motion control system. Regardless of where you watched the show from, this was an incredibly dramatic display.

Monitor world on this tour is a good bit more complicated than on most tours. The show has 3 monitor engineers, Alastair McMillan – Bono, Niall Slevin – Edge and Dave Skaff handled Adam Clayton, Larry Mullen Jr. and Programmer/Keyboard player Terry Lawless. On the last tour, two people off of the same desk ran monitors for Bono and Edge. This time out, the 2 were put on separate consoles, which gave the engineers more precise control.

Because there is so much gear needed to fill the monitor needs of this show it all had to be based under the stage. That's nothing important to the guys under the stage.

Once the stage is built, 48 trucks of production gear rolls in. Half of the gear that has to be stored was put back in the trucks, as there was precious little storage room to be had wherever the show was. The task of getting everything where it all has to go falls to the one and only Rocko Reedy. There’s no arguing that this is the largest tour to ever go out, but Reedy takes it all in stride while handing the praise to those for the crew. He went on to explain, “It didn't take too long in Barcelona for everyone to get a feel for the big picture on this thing. They understood early on that with this much gear how and where it comes into the room is critical, and they showed a great sense of cooperation with one another understanding that this isn’t a race.”

Seeing it come in the door and spending time with those involved and making it happen is the only way to get a feel for this production. This is an exceptional group of people, but there is no question that the most extraordinary among them is Jake Berry. He has a grace and ease about him that seems to spread throughout the entire building. When asked what the biggest challenge of the tour is, he finally settled in on letting the crew answer the question, “I’ll bet if you asked the crew what the biggest challenge is they’d say it’s storage.”

While walking the site with him, mdn asked what it was like in the beginning. He admitted that there were some rough spots to be rubbed out, and then he gestured to the ballet of work going on around us, smiled and said, “Look at it, you don’t see much panic going on here now though do you?” Nope.
When he got under the stage one of the beams of the deck fell in on him and severely cut his head. He told the guys he was helping that he needed to sit down, have a smoke and let the profuse bleeding subside. While he was resting he looked up and noticed that there was cable that had been left up in the ceiling. He thought, “Damn, I’d better go up and get it.”

Not knowing the severity of his head injury he climbed back up. This was a move that would change his life. When he got up to the cat walk he passed out and fell some 40 odd feet onto a concrete floor. He suffered massive head trauma. He was in a coma for two months and when he came to his entire right side was paralyzed.

He would be in a wheelchair for a year and he would have to completely relearn to walk and talk. But he mounted the challenges.

While he was in the process rebuilding the function of his body, U2 had gone back out. He’d been getting enormous support from the band and crew all the way through his ordeal. At one point they invited him to come out and see the gang in Copenhagen. He explains, “There’s no way I was going to let them see me in a wheelchair. I managed to train myself up until I was on crutches and my girlfriend and I took the plane down to see them. We had a wonderful reception there. They invited me up onto the stage with the band during rehearsal and they had a little prayer with us and it was very nice time. They were quite impressed with the way everything was progressing and the fact that I was even alive at all.”

While this was a heartwarming experience, the real world eventually intruded as U2 continued on with the tour and Jan continued with the journey of recovery. A couple of years later the band came through Oslo and he received yet another invitation to come and visit. When he showed up everyone was universally amazed at the progress he’d made. His speech was completely restored.

At one point Bono assured Jan that we would be working for the band again. Although those words were certainly flattering and filled with earnest Christian kindness, Jan knew the score. But when Christmas of 2008 came around he heard that the 360° tour was going out he took his shot and contacted some friends he knew in Dublin to ask if there was room for him on the tour. In addition to undergoing a withering regimen of physical therapy for years, he’d also gone to school and gotten his bachelor’s degree in video engineering. U2 Manager Paul McGuinness had heard of Jan’s new skill set and suggested that he contact Tour Production Director Jake Berry or XL Video and inquire if there was room on the video crew.

No joy. By now the tour was set and ready to go. The temptation to sink into the dumps at the prospect of a career that may have passed him by was certainly there. But the support he was getting from those around him and within the U2 camp telling him to not give up was stronger than the temptation. In June of 2008 he got the call asking how soon he could get to Barcelona. A member of the video crew had gotten injured and had to leave the crew.

At very long last he was back in the game. But it wasn’t to last. By the end of the European leg the crewmate he’d replaced had recovered from his injuries and would be reclaiming his position for the American leg. Heartbreaking as it was, Jan understood the situation possibly better than anyone else, but he hated the prospect of losing his spot on the tour.

Patrick Martens who was the crew chief of the Stageco’s red crew did some checking as did McGuinness and they found a hole on Martens’ crew. The circle was now complete as was Bono’s prophecy that he would work for the band again. Jan was now engaged in the work he was doing when this odyssey began nine years earlier. It was the one thing he never thought he’d do again.

“I had my doubts at times,” he recalls. “But then I would say, ‘Now hang on, you’ve done this stuff before. It’s in there somewhere.’ And I was getting positive feedback from those around me. I figured if it was a hopeless case they’d tell me. I’m tremendously grateful. When I was in hospital Bono sent me a CD in which he’d written a personal message to me, which was very, very nice. Everyone stood by me and never gave up and never let me give up.”
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It’s almost a given for U2 to push the creative envelope when it comes to live production, and U2 360°, the band’s current tour in support of its latest album No Line on the Horizon, more than lives up to that reputation by totally redefining the live production experience and outdoor stadium sound.

U2 360° is playing stadiums everywhere this time out, with a 360-degree audience configuration, ambitious staging, a cylindrical LED video screen, and a Clair sound system which marks what might be the largest collection of speaker cabinets in touring history. The 170-foot “spider” centerpiece structure, inspired by the Theme Building at LAX, incorporates lighting systems, manned cameras and spotlights, the massive video screen, and speaker arrays.

U2 360° also marks a 30-year relationship between U2, Clair, and the band’s audio director and FOH engineer, Joe O’Herlihy, who has been involved with the groundbreaking production from conceptualization to implementation.

“The ‘360’ concept was first envisioned by the band at the end of the Vertigo tour in Honolulu’s Aloha Stadium in late 2006, but had really been a plan since the Joshua Tree days,” says O’Herlihy. “They presented the idea as a goal for the next tour, and I was charged with developing, planning and implementing an audio design which would not only set new industry standards, but would also maintain what U2 and their fans have come to expect—sonic quality, high dynamic range, and crystal clear stadium sound.”

O’Herlihy and show designer Willie Williams, along with Mark Fisher and Jeremy Lloyd from production architects/designers Stufish, worked collaboratively with Clair’s R&D and engineering resources beginning in early 2008 to establish design criteria and structural requirements. Notes O’Herlihy, “We knew that the PA system, type, and application design had to be a line source array system, and the new Clair i-5 was the most timely and perfect solution to accommodate the off-center stadium 360-degree configuration.” Final versions were approved almost a year later, and featured a system which was based around the Clair i-5™ line array and fully integrated into the set design (See Sidebar).

In early 2009, the team tested their theories and ideas by setting up the i-5/i-5B stadium system at Toronto’s Rogers Center (Sky Dome). Tests included verifying sonic calculations and phase references, and establishing low end time alignment. The goal was to maintain full 360-degree coverage, and cover the audience right up to the edge of the stage with an even, uniform distribution of high SPL, full dynamic range, and high quality sound.

The massive sound system covers 15 zones with a combination of hangs: L/R hangs of 36 i-5 & 36 i-5B each side at FOH; L/R 24 i-5 & 24 i-5B, Rear; 16 i-5 & 16 i-5B at House L; and 16 i-5 & 16 i-5B at House R. Main stage front fills include 24 FF2 and 24 BT218 subs, while a “B” stage area includes 72 S4 subs.

For additional coverage and intelligibility in hard-to-reach areas, the main system is supplemented with four hangs of eight of Clair’s new 2-way delay cabinet, the iDL™, which was developed specifically to meet the unique requirements of the tour.

According to Jo Ravitch, senior systems engineer and Clair crew chief, the system is powered by the largest number of amplifiers ever put together by Clair for a tour, with more than 150 Lab.gruppen model PLM 10000Q and 14000Q.
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The phrase “over 200 trucks” has been floating around conversations and articles regarding the fleet transportation since the beginning of the U2 360° USA tour. Taking into consideration that Upstaging usually operates an inventory upwards of around 200 trucks at peak capacity during the height of touring season, this is a staggering number by any standard even to an industry stalwart such as them.

mobile Production monthly reached out to Chanon DiCarlo, Upstaging Transport account manager for the tour, to get a definitive answer on just how many trucks it actually took to move the production. DiCarlo jokingly considers herself a “newbie” having been with the company only 11 years and is quick to point out that she “just does sales.” DiCarlo acted as liaison with U2 handling scheduling and contract negotiations, while Upstaging’s Greg Regan and its operations department worked on logistics, hiring, coordinating and dispatching drivers as well as conferring with the various site coordinators on U2’s production staff.

Typically her involvement would be on the front end of pre-production; pricing the tour routing schedule the client provides and handling whatever negotiations that have to be done with Regan overseeing the operational aspects of getting the transport equipment and drivers out the door and on the road. Due to the complexity of this groundbreaking tour, the two collaborated on the project from start to finish.

Altogether, a total of nine designated teams shepherded the tour throughout the States. They consisted of 3 steel teams, 3 field cover teams, 2 terraplas or flooring teams and 1 production team. The equipment consisted of standard trailers and flatbeds, although a few were slightly modified to accommodate specific needs requested by U2 Production Manager Jake Berry. Regarding the quantities on each team, DiCarlo deferred to Berry. He told mPM that 48 trucks carried daily production, 38 trucks transported each of the 3 “staging” or steel teams and the field cover and two flooring teams consisted of 14 trucks each.

The staging teams transported the circular stage itself, “The Claw,” sound delay towers and F.O.H. as well as the aluminum decking which allowed trucks to drive into the stadium and onto the playing surface without damaging the field. The terraplas, an interlocking plastic composite, was laid down on top of the aluminum after production load-in for the audience and seating purposes. This further spread the load out over the field surface. The production team was universal, appearing at every show, while the other teams leapfrogged city to city.

Doing a large stadium tour requires a group effort on all parts of a production company acknowledges DiCarlo. “Every job, no matter how small, contributed to the success Upstaging had on this tour,” she says. DiCarlo says that a significant lead time was allotted during the planning stage on how this show would move through the US. She emphasizes this was integral to Upstaging not only servicing U2 to the best of their abilities but the rest of their clients as well. Early on it was determined that a core staff of Upstaging veteran drivers needed to be in place due to the scope of the tour.

“Jake really set the tone throughout all this,” says DiCarlo. “He, and the rest of his production staff including the site coordinators were all very communicative, ensuring this was a team effort.” Upstaging sent their lead driver David Heath to the London shows to observe the logistics, the load-in and load-out of the show. Heath is a veteran of 27 years with the company. His duties as overall lead driver did not limit him to the production team alone but also included communicating and coordinating with the other team’s lead drivers, all of whom are Upstaging veterans.

Berry, in turn, brought his European lead driver, Sean Robinson, as part of the production staff to the US leg to assist Heath with wrangling truck and “bone yard” flow at each stadium. Robinson and Heath got along very well after having continued on 44
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Sound Moves
Moving U2 From There to Here and Back!
by BILL ABNER

When the U2 360° Tour cranks back up at Angel stadium in Anaheim, California in June of 2010, it will be a continuation of the largest production ever to hit the road. While that alone is noteworthy considering the scale of some of the productions that have been out there over the years, even more amazing is how this production is able to move across the country and around the world on a daily basis, and never miss a beat. That feat is due in large part to the efforts and orchestrations of global logistics experts Sound Moves.

There’s no way a show such as this could operate with just a single production unit moving from city to city. That’s one reason why the show triple-leapfrogs from one destination to another. That in itself is nothing new. We’ve all seen productions from The Rolling Stones to Reba McIntyre do the leapfrog trick, but it has never been done on this scale, especially the move across the Atlantic Ocean from Europe to the US.

As the European leg of the tour was wrapping up, and shows were ending last August in Glasgow, Scotland, Sheffield, England and Cardiff, Wales, Sound Moves’ crews began amassing the gear in London for one big move across the water. One really big move. Sound Moves’ Vice President Justin Carbone breaks down the numbers for mpM: “U2 is 3 identical steel systems that filled 48 ocean containers each. The production elements filled another 55 containers, and the flooring system alone took another 48 containers.” A combination of 250 40 foot cubes and flat rack systems made the move from London to the depot in New Jersey at one time. “We think it’s the largest logistical project in the history of the live entertainment industry. It might be the biggest move anybody’s ever done,” postulates Carbone.

Once the gear arrived in the US and had cleared customs, crews from Sound Moves Linden, New Jersey depot began distributing it into transportation vendor Upstaging’s big rigs. The 3 separate systems then headed out over the road to the show’s first three venues in Chicago, Toronto and Boston for the start of the production’s leapfrogging odyssey across the US. Even more remarkable is that this whole process only took about two weeks from the time the gear was ready to leave London, to the final loading onto the trucks in New Jersey, but that’s still really only half of the story.

While the tour is on hiatus, it will start up again in June and then will end its US leg in July of 2010 at East Rutherford, New Jersey. Sound Moves will then begin moving the production elements back to Europe via airfreight, employing as many as 6 fully loaded 747 aircraft. Finally, as the last 3 shows in the US are winding down, and the steel and flooring elements become freed up, they will go back on “sea-tainers” for another trip across the Atlantic, where crews will complete the process in reverse for the remainder of the European dates.

As if all of this weren’t enough for the logistics group, the company is also currently supporting the AC/DC Black Ice tour, among others. mpM caught up with Sound Moves President (and Account Agent for U2) Duane Wood while he was with AC/DC in New Zealand. “These are two of the biggest shows in the world, and we’re able to move them effortlessly around the world because of our vast network of global resources,” says Wood. Granted, while the process itself is fairly common, not many organizations have the “juice” to arrange the movement of 250 ocean containers for a single move across the Atlantic, not to mention doing it twice. Having depots in 13 cities around the globe certainly makes the process easier.

Additionally, there are a lot of other things that go along with logistically supporting a tour besides just moving a production across an ocean. Carbone explains, “We support the tour in terms of logistics for the vendors as well. As the tour goes along, the vendors may need to replace gear, add elements or for whatever reason get their equipment from point A to point B. That’s when they come to us as their logistics team and we’re there to make that happen and support them as well.”

Conversations with both Wood and Carbone reveal that they both are proud, and rightly so, that at the end of the day these mega-shows, these juggernauts happen every day in large part because of their company’s contributions. Carbone says, “Our job is to make sure everything is there, so that all the other teams – the sound guys, the lighting guys, the video teams – can all do their jobs. Our job ends when everybody else’s job begins.”

What’s next for Sound Moves? “More touring,” says Carbone. “We’ll be out with U2 and with AC/DC through 2011, and that along with all of the other tours we have out will keep the team busy.” Understatement of the year…
Stageco
The Bigger the Better

It's hard to tell if anyone knew what would happen in 1984 when Stageco got the call to provide stages for the Rock Werchter Festival in Belgium. However, at this point it's equally difficult to imagine anyone caring much about it in light of what actually did happen. Twenty-six years later the company has become the hallmark of its industry with no other company standing anywhere close.

A very distinct corner was turned when Mark Fisher first teamed up with Stageco on the arch top roof for the 1994 Pink Floyd “Division Bell” tour. The result of that collaboration is a relationship with Fisher that has brought the likes of AC/DC, The Rolling Stones, Genesis, Robbie Williams and U2 to the company’s door step. Fisher gives the company high praise, “We've had 16 years of working very closely with Stageco, and we know their engineers very well. They have a lot of confidence in what comes out of our studio.”

High praise indeed when one considers the scope of the designs that come out of Fisher’s studio. That confidence is crucial to the process. It is unfortunate in today’s world that a corporate slogan has little more importance than that of meaningless poetry. Such is not the case with Stageco whose motto is: “If you can imagine it we can build it.” The fact is that the only thing one can't imagine is the project that this company can't build.

Stageco's current project that has the entire touring industry and beyond buzzing like a beehive:

U2 360° Tour
According to Stageco spokesperson Bo Betten the U2's stage came together in a remarkably tight time frame, “We hit the go button in the fall of 2008 and after a long series of conceptualizing the whole thing we began the test builds in March of 2009.”

Given the chronology presented, this might have been incredibly tight when one considers a tour kick-off date of June. But once again Mark Fisher puts a fine perspective to the situation, “I don’t ever underestimate Stageco's belief in the project.” After all, it's hard to imagine that Stageco has access to resources that other companies in the business don't. It all comes down to one fact. There is a consummate understanding that there is no reason why any project can't be completed on time and under budget.

In an interview done for the cover story in this issue, Fisher told mobile Production monthly that the real trick in building a stage like this is not in its sleek and original design, but in its functional design in that it has to get in and out, down the road safely and in a compact amount of time. Betten addressed that, “Portability was very important to us on this project. We had to build new building blocks. We wanted the pieces to be as big as possible but we also had to take into account the loading limits on trucks both here and in America and it also had to fit into shipping containers.”

Betten explained that there is always a balancing act between the desire to keep the budget down by trying to use as much of the existing materials in Stageco's current inventory in order to have the budgetary headroom to add custom made elements when needed in order to meet design specs.

Betten also added that in the festival market, which is huge in Europe, the tendency is to use standard currently existing elements, which makes it easier to add to the design when the desire arises.

So in the end the painfully obvious question to everyone in this industry is and always has been, “So where do you go from here?”

Betten’s had the perfect answer, “We don’t know. We ask ourselves the same questions. It seems that the sky’s the limit. The U2 tour will definitely raise the standard. So we are interested in seeing how the industry will rise to meet and go beyond that standard. We expect that the industry will always find ways to get bigger and better, and we will always be there to meet the challenge. It’s what we do. It’s what we love.”

After a momentary pause she simply added… “The bigger the better.”
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due to the use of a sub-contractor. By utilizing its own equipment and personnel throughout the tour, it essentially becomes part of the family, and the client base feels more comfortable overall in this type of environment.

➤ Team members sign a non-disclosure with the company. This way, any business or personal conversations that are discussed in their vehicles remain private and are not leaked out to the public.

➤ Team members operate at all times in the most professional and ethical manner. The client’s privacy is always the number one concern.

Previous experience has helped to put our company at the top of many high-end clients when it comes to selecting a ground transportation service for their tours,” explains Duval. “I have spent 28 years in the event management industry and have designed and implemented client retention programs at many companies as well.”

“My belief is that relationships are built on trust, morals, values and integrity,” he continues. “With these basic building blocks in place, the relationships with our clients continue to move towards an end result that is complete loyalty between the two parties. Once this is achieved, each party becomes indispensable to the other, and the bond between the two is not easily torn apart.”

Duval concludes, “One of the main reasons that we are entering the music industry is that we saw a need for consistent limousine service throughout the tours. I am aware that there are a few companies out there that are providing a full service type of booking for the managers, but the consistency factor is at risk by using sub-contractors during the tour. Our team will actually run the entire tour just as the coaches do now for the artist community. We provide a 24-hour, on-call service while on tour for the artist, and we deliver an experience not just an everyday service.”

Upstaging continued from 36

the opportunity to meet and discuss logistics in London. DiCarlo points to this as yet another component of the team mentality exhibited throughout the U2 road production and Upstaging’s home staff.

“The difference between the last leg and the upcoming leg,” she says, “is that now we’ve done it, so obviously and know what to expect when it goes out again this year.”

The tour resumes in June of 2010.

Jan Paulsen continued from 32

Today when he’s not touring with the band, Jan works locally both rigging and in various aspects of television production, and he still does physical therapy three times a week. When the days get long, he remembers that he fell more than 40 feet onto concrete and survived. Through his own perseverance and the support those around him, he climbed back.

In May 2010 when U2 hits the road again, Jan Paulsen’s ticket to the States will be stamped along with everyone else on the tour. When asked for the last word on the story, his answer was quite simple… “It’s a good story. It’s kind of a sunshine story.”

Writer’s note: In the four years I’ve been writing for this publication, I have only had the opportunity to stumble across a story like this a few times. When I have, it has reminded me that in among the thousands of paragraphs of detailed descriptions about the technical and logistical aspect of what it takes to bring a design to life, there is flesh and blood. I am deeply grateful to Jan Paulsen for sharing his experience, and I would like to urge our readers to impart any similar accounts you may have. We’d love to hear them, and so would you mates on the throughout the industry.
Soundcheck is truly one of a kind facility. As the largest rehearsal studio complex in the world under one roof, Soundcheck is recognized as the rehearsal venue of choice by many top touring and recording acts. Soundcheck also provides a wide range of support services for touring and studio musicians, both in Nashville and on the road.

750 Cowan Street Nashville, TN 37207
Phone: 615.726.1165 Fax: 615.256.6045
soundchecknashville.com
plus racks of Powersoft K10 units to power the low end. By conducting measurements with proprietary Clair AlignArray™ software, the crew has been able to calculate SPL required for an audience of up to 95,000.

O’Herlihy chose the DiGiCo SD7 console for its multi-matrix capacities and onboard effects. Two SD7s run identical shows; each has three stereo outputs for inside L/R, outside L/R and the matrix L/R, a combination of the inside and outside L/R for side hangs. There are two 40-input main stage racks, with one distributing AES to each leg, and a backup system of analog feeds to each amplifier.

Monitor duties are shared between Dave Skaff, Niall Slevin and Alistair McMillan. Slevin and McMillan mix on DiGiCo SD7s, with one assigned to Bono and another for The Edge. Skaff mans a Digidesign D-Show Pro for bassist Adam Clayton, drummer Larry Mullen Jr. and an offstage keyboard player. With the literally subterranean location of “monitor underworld,” the three have no direct sight lines with the band, and work off video monitors.

Vocal effects include a Manley Vox Box for Bono and an Avalon 737 for The Edge. A Summit Audio DCL-200 comp/limiter handles guitar compression, with the remaining limiting provided onboard by the SD7. Band members use Future Sonics in-ear monitors paired with Sennheiser G2 hardware, except for a selection of Clair 12AMII “Stealth” wedges for Bono, making for a virtually clean stage.

“From our standpoint, this has been a huge challenge for both Clair and for me, but we were able to complete it, despite working on a very stringent timetable,” says O’Herlihy. “A project of this scale would probably not have been attempted ten, or even five years ago. But thanks to lighter weight, lower profile speaker cabinets and digital mixing consoles, a show—even of this magnitude—can be designed, set up, run, and loaded out in a timely manner. Technology caught up with the concept and made it possible.”

U2 toured Europe through late August, arrived on American shores in September, and played North America through Oct. 28. The tour will return to the U.S. in June, and has scheduled international dates through 2010.

**Clair i-Series: Built for Sound**

For more than four decades, Clair has remained a pioneer in the development of industry-standard sound reinforcement products with constant research and development, lots of road experience, and in-house manufacturing which keeps quality control and specifications in check.

According to Rick Lehman, Director of Engineering for Clair, what began as a response to increasing industry demand for more compact, lighter weight loudspeaker design led to the development of the Clair i-Series vertical line array system and its first generation model, the i-4, a 4-way cabinet which was put into circulation around 1999.

“The i-4 applied some of the same component technology used in the successful Clair S-4, but in a much smaller package,” explains Lehman. “Our research showed that the future of touring sound reinforcement was in smaller systems that could be hung, positioned and tuned quickly, safely and accurately, and deliver consistent SPL and frequency response throughout the venue—full bandwidth, total coverage without peaks, overlap or dead spots regardless of room acoustics, sight lines or show design. So this type of system was very attractive in terms of acoustics, aesthetics and economics. We engineered the i-4 with new component combinations, crossover configurations, and integrated rigging—all of which made an attractive package for the medium-to-large scale touring market.”

Today, the Clair i-Series line array arsenal includes the i-3, i-5 and i-DL. Each utilizes Clair’s AlignArray™ integrated rigging hardware and prediction software, and consistent upper crossover frequencies to ensure that combining systems will minimize any phase anomalies.

Originally developed as a rearfill speaker for use with larger systems, the 3-way i-3 featured a more compact design, a centrally located mid/high section, dual low frequency tuned reflex chambers, and exceptionally wide dispersion. Initial response hailed the i-3 as a formidable system, potent enough to be used as mains on tours in smaller venues such as theaters and amphitheaters.

The flagship i-5 is Clair’s latest innovation in large format line array system technology. According to Lehman, the design not only answers the industry’s demand for total system flexibility, efficient mobility and sonic excellence, but also represents a reduction of the design to a more coherent 3-way design. Each i-5 array module is available in dedicated stage left and stage right configurations, and has a defined horizontal coverage pattern of 90°.

The fully expandable system consists of three proprietary long throw, medium throw and near throw vertical coverage patterns (near throw is available in 90° and 120° horizontal dispersion for additional nearfield coverage). With the development of the cabinet’s Coherent Transfer Midrange™ (CTM), the system is able to create a wide-bandwidth, high-output consistent waveform with even coverage, more headroom and superb efficiency.

Clair developed the i-DL specifically to meet the unique requirements of the current U2 tour. Designed as a completely modular system, the 2-way i-DL features a single low/mid element and an interchangeable horn module, providing either 60° or 90° horizontal dispersion and 10° vertical coverage.

“This i-Series is the product of research, road testing and input from a lot of leading sound reinforcement engineers,” notes Lehman. “The U2 tour has provided some high profile exposure for the line, and has also been a great litmus test for the new i-DL. The cabinets are performing well, and we look forward to keeping the line on the road for years to come.”

FOR MORE on the Clair i-Series: visit clairglobal.com/i-series
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